
Enjoy bierbrand
   at room temperature like fine whiskey
   in cocktails: Rob Roy, Old Fashioned, Manhattan
   perfect companion for chocolate deserts

We have turned back the clock and revived the German tradition of distilling beer. 

pür•spirits introduces bierbrand, an old-school German distillation of craft-brewed 
Märzen beer that is aged in chestnut casks. This rare and unique spirit is a graceful 
cousin of whisky yet rightly occupies a category all its own. 

The secret to distilling pür•geist bierbrand lies in our fine beer, brewed according 
to the Reinheitsgebot, and generations of experience! Exceptional quality is guaran-
teed by excluding anything but malted barley, hops, yeast, and alpine spring water. 

In contrast to commercially mass produced liquors, pür•geist bierbrand is small 
batch distilled in traditional copper pot stills to extract all the beer’s nuances. New 
barrels impart a luminous golden color and add chestnut notes to the bierbrand’s 
fine maltiness.
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42% alc. /vol. (84 proof)

by A.J. Rathbun

by Andrew Bohrer

   1 ½ oz pür•geist bierbrand
   ½ oz pür•likör blossom, elderflower liqueur
   dash of Angostura Bitters

In a mixing glass pour pür•geist bierbrand, pür•likör blossom elderflower liqueur and 1 dash of Angostura Bitters. 
Stir and strain into a cocktail glass. Use orange zest to flavor the cocktail and as a garnish on the rim of the glass.

A pür•geist bierbrand Manhattan stirred with pür•likör blossom, 
elderflower liqueur to replace vermouth and a dash of Angostura Bitters 
brightened with orange zest and served up. The strongest cocktail 
softened with the freshest flowers.

   1½ oz pür•geist bierbrand
   1 oz Benedictine
   ½ oz freshly squeezed orange juice
   dash of orange bitters

Fill a cocktail shaker halfway full with ice cubes. 
Add all ingredients. Shake well. Strain into a 
cocktail glass.

by Summer-Jane Bell

   2 oz pür•geist bierbrand
   ½ oz lemon juice
   ½ oz fennel infused honey syrup

Shake ingredients with ice and pour in a Collins glass 
over fresh ice. Top with Pilsner and a fennel frond.


